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Abstract: The uses and gratifications (U&G) theory has been widely used in research related to conventional media and now the internet media and mobile platforms. In Malaysia, a number of Internet-related studies revolve around the Technological Acceptance Model (TAM) and most studies on U & G have been conducted in the U.S. and U.K., but not Asia. This study will focus specifically on WeChat, a popular instant messaging platform, to obtain information that will add to the limited research on U & G in Malaysia in the context of the internet media. WeChat was launched in China in 2011 and to date there are 500 million users in China and over 100 million outside China. WeChat was launched in Malaysia in June 2012 and currently it is used by 33% of the total number of Malaysians using instant messaging applications in Malaysia. This study on WeChat and U & G will focus on the following research questions (1) the reasons why respondents use WeChat; 2) the timeframe and duration of respondents; 3) which gratification type do respondents seek the most in using WeChat; and 4) how WeChat usage differ between male and female respondents. This research adopts the quantitative approach, using a sample size of 400 undergraduate respondents who are active We Chat users from four randomly selected private universities in Klang Valley. The research results showed that social gratification is the strongest gratification sought by respondents compared to process and content gratifications. This finding was similar to other social media research done earlier. Results also showed that majority of respondents used WeChat because their friends and family also used it. Most of the respondents have been using We Chat between one to two years. The respondents spent an average of 30min - 1 hour (67.75%) on WeChat per-day. There was no statistically significant gender-related differences in WeChat usage and gratifications.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Mobile phones and their applications have become an integral part of people’s to life to the extent that without it they tend to feel uncomfortable and incomplete [19]. A research conducted by [1], revealed that the growth of the smartphones globally since 2010 was estimated to be around 78.1%. Bulk of the intensity of the usage of the mobile phones is due to the innovations and the advancement in the phone applications. According to [3], the mobile phones are innovatory, it widely represents a concept swing in the way people communicate and conduct business. In combination with the internet [39], stated that the recent emergence in mobile phone apps has developed opportunities for marketers to link their consumers through download mobile applications. A number of social media experts revealed that mobile applications are one of the most innovative inventions of the current era [41]. Apart from facilitating e-commerce it has also brought social communication and engagement like never before through Facebook, Viber, WeChat, WhatsApp, Twitter and YouTube. [8], stated that mobile phone applications have provided a platform to interact with each other more regularly and at any time.

1.2 Instant messaging applications
[5], stated that mobile instant messaging application is sweeping the entire world specifically among youngsters and teenagers. According to [40], its synchronous nature allows its user to chat with more comfortably and feasibly. [17], stated that the usage of instant messaging began from the emergence of smartphones. However, in recent times instant messaging has become very popular. [31], said that instant
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A messaging application is used to sustain a small network of fellow Instant messaging users rather than to connect with new ones.

A research by [42] revealed that 27% of people of the surveyed disclosed that they frequently use instant messaging at work, whereas, the remaining 19% mentioned that they used it to send more instant messages to their co-workers rather than e-mails. [10], stated that half of the employees surveyed stated that instant messaging app aid them to be more product and efficient at a workplace. [36], argued that 79% of workers use an instant messaging app for their personal matters. [13] emphasized that instant messaging is widely adopted by a large number of teenagers.

1.2.1 Instant messaging applications and its features.

Whatsapp, founded in the United States of America in 2010 attracts numerous number of people particularly youth [56]. It was illustrated in a study that the maximum number of users of Whatsapp belong to the younger generation between 18 to 28 years old. Whatsapp was purchased by the largest social website i.e. Facebook at the cost of US $19 billion in 2014.

Another mobile application, Viber, was founded in Israel, this instant messaging mobile application also is available on all smartphone operating systems [30]. This instant messaging mobile application allows users to make video calls, messaging, following of celebrities and brands, and as well group chats [32]. Viber has over 280 million registered users, over hundred million are monthly active users which highlights the great success of an application [49].

Line application was launched in Japan in 2011, it is styled as “LINE” is an instant messaging mobile application. LINE comes under the category of instantaneous communications which enable users to share images, videos, audios, texts, and perform video conferences and VoIP conversations [59]. With a hundred million users, it is also hugely popular. The main features of LINE application include group chats, instant messaging worldwide, video and voice calls for free, social networking services, and variety of expressions inside Sticker Shop [44]. Other features include information about the official accounts of LINE, connection with new applications, and making calls internationally with LINE Out.

Hike mobile application, was introduced on 12 December 2012 in India. This instantaneous messaging service designed specifically for smart phone users which can only be used with the internet connection [22]. Moreover, other than the text messaging, Hike allows users to send emoticons, videos, audios, images, contacts, files, location, and stickers to each other. Hike also permits users to “nudge” which is its unique feature.

WeChat was first launched in January 2011 by Tencent Company in China [35]. The application runs on Blackberry, iPhone, Android, Symbian phones and Windows phones [64]. According to a study by [71] it was revealed that WeChat, as of December 2015 had an approximately one billion created accounts from which almost 650 million accounts are active, making it one of the largest instant messaging application. It was also revealed that 70 million accounts were being accessed from outside of China. The WeChat application provides its users with various features that include video conferencing, video and photograph sharing, text messaging, video games, voice messaging as well as location sharing [69].

WeChat users do not need to pay any fees to subscribe the application as it is free for the lifetime [68]. It also enables users to make group chats with five hundred people and share memories on photo stream which is personal for every user WeChat provides the complete collection of games and facilitates users by language support to translate messages in 20 different languages. According to [67], the WeChat application is not just a text messaging application but it holds its importance more than such messaging applications. WeChat can be seen as a mobile operating system, a portal, and even a platform depending upon how the user looks at it.

1.3 Features of WeChat

As stated above, Whatsapp, Line, Viber and Hike share some similar features such as sending instant messages, videos, audios, and pictures. Some also allow calls and video calls over the internet. WeChat also shares some of these features stated above, but below are some features that make WeChat not just any everyday application. The tremendous demand and success of this application is because of its emphasis on good quality rather than quantity. WeChat can also be used in the market by brands. This however allows users to make their purchase decisions by going through the multiple stages which is done by WeChat’s strong and increasing set of features [43]. In addition, WeChat is making its place so fast in the world and has covered of about twenty counties in the world. Moreover, since its emergence, WeChat has made the life of users much easier especially after launching the walkie-talkie feature which permits to communicate messages even on the way [18].

After the emergence of WeChat application in the market, businesses have started using this application in their business strategies and facing their competitors [9]. Many of the fans and customers find this application an easiest and quickest way to search their favorite brands and stay up-to date with the latest designs and collections. In addition, as stated by [20], the followers get transferred to members by using the functions of WeChat membership because of the loyalty programs run for the individuals. Moreover, the attention of brands
can be grabbed by making their brand logos posted at the personal pages of subscribers. Other than chats, WeChat allows different brands to make their own mini website in which they may share their experiences and also describe their purposes of marketing. WeChat application has a complete set of smart and cool features including “Use Web WeChat.” This feature makes this application different from other applications as it enables users to chat contacts even on the computer and just on the mobile phone [60]. Moreover, user does not require to install the application to use this program but only required to write on the browser of desktop about WeChat’s website i.e. www.wechat.com

The feature of “Share Only Text on WeChat Moments” allows users to comment or like posts that are shared by their friends on WeChat newsfeed which is same as Facebook’s news feed. In addition, there are many WeChat social features that enable users to chat with the random people who are also using the WeChat application. However, according to [9], the feature of “Look Around” facilitates users to make connections with the people who are around users with the physical appearance. In order to use this feature, users need to enable their locations and also shows their profile pictures, statuses, and user’s names [58]. In China, WeChat was used for English specific purpose (ESP) training among students, as researchers believed the motivation of students in using the application can serve as learning process for them [27].

1.5 WeChat users in Malaysia

According to [57] Malaysia ranked number one outside China with the most number of users at over 22 million users. Singapore came second with 13 million users, followed by Hong Kong 10 million, Taiwan 5 million, while Indonesia, south Africa, Thailand, Philippines and India makes up 10 million users. WeChat in Malaysia is mostly used individuals aged 16 to 34 years old. It has been notified that WeChat is also used by Malaysian celebrities to respond their fans which makes WeChat more visible in the country [47].

1.6 Problem Statement

WeChat has achieved phenomenal growth in Malaysia and is largely very popular with University/College students. Even in China, where WeChat was created it is very popular among university and college students [25, 33, 66, 64] A number of descriptive studies have been conducted in China to understand motivations behind usage of WeChat however these studies were not theoretically driven. This far no research has been undertaken on WeChat usage in Malaysia and this study aims to fill-in this gap as a preliminary descriptive study which will later be expanded to include other perspectives. This study will be guided by the Uses and Gratifications theoretical framework.

This research will also examine gender differences in usage and gratifications of WeChat.

The research objectives are as follows:

1.7 Aims and Objectives of the Research

To identify the reasons why students, use WeChat.

i. To examine the timeframe and duration of the respondents using WeChat.

ii. To examine which gratification type do students sought the most while using WeChat.

iii. To examine how WeChat U&G differs between genders.

1.8 Research Questions

The research questions based on the objectives are as follows:

i. For what reasons do students use WeChat?

ii. What is the timeframe and duration of the respondents using WeChat?

iii. Which gratification type do students sought the most while using WeChat?

Hypothesis:

iv. There is a significant difference in gratifications derived from WeChat instant messaging services between male and female undergraduate students

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Uses and Gratification Model/Theory

The Uses and Gratifications (U & G) theory is a classical theory which explains consumer motivations underlying the use of both both conventional and internet media. This theory is user centric as compared with other media theories which tend to focus on media effects on consumers. [48], state that the U & G theory is a psychological communication perspective that focuses on individual use and choice by emphasizing that different people can use the same mass medium for very different purposes. [24], in their study found gratifications for using traditional media (radio, television and newspapers) are diversion (the need for emotional release and to escape personal problems); personal relationship (the need for
companionship and help in social interaction); personal identity (the need reassurance of one’s role in society and self-understanding); and surveillance (the need for information about factors that might affect or help one) as cited in [11].

[24] proposed three basic tenets in the U&G theory and are as follows:

a.) Media users are goal-oriented in their behavior
b.) They are active media users
c.) They are aware of their needs and select the media to gratify their needs

2.1 Classification of User's Gratification

There exists multiple classification of gratification but for this research the researcher will use [53] U & G classification, as cited in [11], [65], and [7] which refer to content gratification, process gratification and social gratification. [53] classification is relevant and explains all internet based studies on U&G and this includes research done by [37], [28], [38], [50] and [46]. The three classifications are elaborated below:

Content gratification: this gratification type has been defined as the channel/medium utilized for the purpose of communication i.e. messages. These messages could be for the purpose of leisure or information sharing and information content [53]. This gratification is based on the content of the message which might be entertaining or informative [52]. According to [45], the main features on instant messaging include text messaging, voice chatting, video chatting, sharing of files, transferring of files, playing game on messenger such as board games and poker, whiteboard application which share screens of the users and sending and receiving of photos. This ability to share files and play games can be related to gratification indicator such as “Entertainment” and “Escapism”. Entertainment, this refers to any event or activity that is particularly developed to entertain others is known as entertainment [16]. Psychological experts have emphasized on the phenomenon that in present era, everyone is ongoing an extremely busy life and do not have time for any extra curriculum activities. Escapism refers to the concept that people due to their frustrations and hectic life causes to leave reality [15].

Process gratification is more on the actual use of the media [52]. This gratification is driven by the actual reason of the user to seek the media, this could be based on the type of media, features of the particular media, or influence of friends or family. Information seeking is seen as a factor here, this refers to any procedure or movement that helps in attaining information either from human being or technology [4]. Many of the users of instant messaging mobile applications find this application an easiest and quickest way to search for their favourite brands and stay up-to date with the latest designs and collections. In addition, [15], indicated that 55% of teenage students get help with their homework by the means of instant messaging applications as well as other necessary information.

Social Gratification; is described as the internal interaction process, where the social gratification within the prevailing social media era is found in using internet and interacting with the world through computer peripherals. This gratification type covers the chatting, friendship, interaction and relationship development [7]. [15], disclosed that instant messaging allows its users to be always connected with their loved ones without any barriers. In a study by [66] stated that one of the attractive features of instant messaging is that it allows the user to carry on more than one conversation at a time, thus it allows users to stay connected with friends and family. According to [70], one of the major reasons people use this instant messaging application is to stay connected with loved ones and as well make new friend, he also explains that this has made instant messaging application a precious communication tool.

2.2 The Uses of Instant Messaging Mobile Application

In a study by [26], instant messaging under the perspective of user and gratification theory explains that instant messaging is used for relaxing, enjoyment, follow fashion trends, desire for making relationships, desire to escape from real world and affection for the close ones. Also, it has been used due to the social needs which are integrated with technological advancements. Instant messaging application is one of the most popular and a successful mobile application. [26], majority of the users of instant messaging application switch the messenger on the basis of desired pleasures. Several other reasons such as information sharing and need to express thoughts and emotions by using the appropriate medium. The versatile, innovative features and benefits of instant messaging differentiate it from other operating mobile applications [57].

Instant messaging mobile application also created an impact on the language of people and especially teenagers as the trend of selecting abbreviations instead of words has been observed. In India for example users use instant messaging application which supports Hindi / Marathi text charters [55]. Also [6], WeChat is not just used by Chinese University students in China just because it enables them to connect with family, build and maintain relationship, play games or even expand their interpersonal relationship, it’s a first choice application because it supports Chinese charters.
According to [34], instant messaging has created an impact on the lives of people in social as well as business contexts, especially, the college students. Also, instant messengers were aimed to facilitate users in order to interact with other users while the instant messengers are aimed to enable users in order to interact with the known people from their social circles. Also [12], the instant messaging has evolved with the addition of many useful features such as photos and video sharing. Also, instant messaging sessions have been playing a major role in business world as it provides them to communicate within real time and help them communicate through their body language as well. Moreover, instant messaging is not same as the live chat sessions as it provides privacy to the users and enable them to communicate with their close friends and share personal information. Previously it was not possible to communicate all the meanings due to the limitation of instant messaging as only text could be transmitted and the meanings through gestures and tonal expression could not be communicated. In a study by [62], instant messaging helps in improving relationship, also instant messaging enables users to

2.3 Gender Differences

The research on Internet, U & G and gender differences showed that there are significant differences. [54], identified gender differences in terms of perceived ease of use, usefulness and enjoyment. [14] found men and women differed on their motivations towards internet use, namely social gratifications, information needs and self-efficacy. [63], also found that men used the internet primarily for entertainment and leisure while women for interpersonal communications and educational support [46] found that males and females differ significantly on the gratifications of self-development, user friendly, wide exposure and relaxations. [65], in a study on social media usage found there is no statistical evidence to prove there is a difference in male and female use of the media. Most of the research mentioned earlier were on general internet usage and not specifically on instant messaging internet applications, as such this study will evaluate if there are gender differences in the use of WeChat.

III. METHODOLOGY

This study aims to uncover motivations and usage trends of WeChat users in Malaysia. This is primarily a descriptive study which will utilize a survey approach to elicit the required data for this study. WeChat is predominantly used by university students of Chinese ethnicity in Malaysia, as such the respondents for this study will be University students who are Malaysian Chinese, WeChat user and pursuing degree programmes in local private universities. Four private universities were randomly selected namely Segi College University, HELP University, Taylor’s University and Universiti Tunku Abdul Rahman (UTAR). A purposive sampling approach was used to ensure only Malaysian Chinese Students were selected. A sample size of 400 students was sufficient to represent the total population of 53,629 based on the sample size formulae and table provided by [21]. The questionnaire for the survey was adapted from [65] who conducted a similar study on social media and U & G usage in Malaysia. The questionnaire consists of four sections. Section one consists of 13 general questions on WeChat usage patterns. Section 2 consists of 7 questions on content gratifications. Section 3 consists of 9 questions on process gratification and the last section on social gratification consists of 8 questions. All questions were based on 5 point Likert scale. To ensure validity and reliability a pilot-test using 40 respondents was conducted and the alpha Cronbach results are as follows: General We Chat trends (section 1) 0.821; Section 2 on Content gratifications 0.687; Section 3 on process gratifications 0.873 and Section 4 on social gratification 0.715. Both the pilot test and the main survey was carried out in the selected university campus grounds. SPSS IBM V23 was used to obtain the descriptive statistics for this study and a T-test was carried out to evaluate if there were any significant differences in gender gratifications of the WeChat.

IV. FINDINGS/DISCUSSION

Demographic findings

A total number of 400 local Chinese respondents were used, chosen form four local private universities in Klang Valley. The male and female distribution are as follows Males make up 214 which is (53.50%) and the females 186 which is (46. 50%).The age distribution was based on 18 – 30 because the respondents were university students. Majority of the respondents were aged from 18 to 22 years old (81%). A total of 80.75% of the respondents were undergraduate students, and the rest 20.25 % are foundation and post-graduate students respectively. In terms of number of years as WeChat users, 31.75% of the respondents have been WeChat users from 1 to 2 years; 21.25% from 2 years to 3 years and 3years or more 30.00%. In terms of usage per day a total of 67.75% of the respondents used WeChat between 30 minutes and 1 hour on the average per day.

Research question two queried on what were the main reasons for WeChat usage. The mean score analysis showed that highest mean score (3.70) was for the statement “I use WeChat because my friends and family are using it”. The top five statements for which the respondents use WeChat are thus: 1) I use WeChat because my friends and family are using it; 2) I use WeChat because it allows me to make video calls; 3) I use...
WeChat because it supports my language: 4) WeChat is easy to use: 5) I use WeChat because its user friendly
The lowest mean score (2.89) which shows majority of the respondents don’t agree is “WeChat is better than other mobile instant messaging application”. Research question three on the three types of gratification revealed the following results: For process gratification showed that the highest mean score (3.35) was for convenience of use. The second highest mean score (3.20) was for cost effectiveness and the lowest mean score (2.65) indicated that the respondents do not agree that they use WeChat to search for information. For content gratification the highest mean score (3.34) showing majority of respondents agree to “I Chat anywhere and anytime”. The second highest mean score (3.20) indicated that a good number of respondents agree to “I enjoy making video calls” on WeChat. The lowest mean score (2.42) was for “I use WeChat to play games”. For social gratification section the highest mean score was (3.62) for the statement ‘I Chat to connect with their friends and family’. The second highest mean score (3.55) indicated that a good number of respondents agree they use WeChat to maintain personal relationship with friends and family. While the lowest mean (3.03), was on the statement I Chat to make new friends.

Overall social gratification registered the highest mean score (3.30), followed by process (2.99) and content gratification (2.96). The findings on social gratification being a strong motivator is similar to the descriptive study on WeChat in China by [66]. The two highest mean score statements from each of the gratification are as follows: content gratification: 1) I can use WeChat anywhere any time: 2) I use WeChat to make video calls. Social gratification: 1) I use WeChat to connect with friends and family: 2) I enjoy using WeChat. Process gratifications: 1) WeChat is convenient to use: 2) WeChat is a cost effective way to publish.

To the question on gender differences on process, content and social gratifications the T-test results showed that there was no significant gender difference in all three types of gratifications (process: p 0.462 >0.05; Content p 0.507>0.05 and social p 0.083 >0.05) as such hypothesis H1: There is a significant difference in gratification derived from WeChat instant messaging services between male and female undergraduate students will not be accepted.

The table 1.0 Explains the t-test outcomes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Levine’s Test of Equality of Variances</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Sig. (2-tailed)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Process gratification</td>
<td>0.542</td>
<td>0.462</td>
<td>-1.124</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>0.261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content gratification</td>
<td>0.442</td>
<td>0.507</td>
<td>-1.840</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>0.067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social gratification</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.773</td>
<td>-0.474</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>0.636</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This result also corresponds with that of [65] who did not find any significant difference in the gender U&G of social media. Also [2], could not find a significant difference in gender-related, as to online sharing of personal information. [29], when it comes to assessing a social media profile editing and tagging photos there is also no significant difference between male and female. It’s really a rare thing to come across a literature which illustrates the difference in gender, the social media, and internet mobile application is for all in fact subsequent research shows more female respondents than male.

V. LIMITATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDIES

This research provides a descriptive perspective of WeChat users motivations for using this instant messaging service, however the findings cannot be generalized because the sample selection was limited to four private universities. Future research can consider obtaining sample from all universities in Malaysia both public and private. It is also recommended that a comparative research be done between the popular instant messaging platforms such as WhatsApp and Line to understand usage and gratifications patterns.
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